Proseminar in Political Psychology
Political Science 8307 and Psychology 8211
Fall Semester 2014

Instructors

Prof. Christopher Federico  Prof. Dan Myers
N385 Elliott Hall  1474 Social Sciences
612-626-0560  612-624-4078
federico@umn.edu  cdmyers@umn.edu

Time and Location

Fridays, 11:00 am to 12:55 pm, in 1314 Social Sciences, except where noted.

Seminar Topics and Assignments

9/05:  Beginning of the Semester Orientation and Get-Together

9/12:  Andrea Miller: Practice Job Talk

9/19:  Matt Luttig: Practice Job Talk

9/26:  Getting to Know TESS; Formation of Research Groups

  -- TESS info: http://www.tessexperiments.org/faqindex.html

10/03:  Prof. Thomas Bouchard, Department of Psychology, University of Minnesota: “Freud, Morality, and Religion: Psychological and Evolutionary Considerations”

10/10:  Aleksander Ksiazkiewicz: Practice Job Talk

10/17:  Phil Chen: Practice Job Talk

10/24:  Roundtable of Successful TESS investigators: Rob Warren, John Freeman and Howie Lavine

  -- Read Warren, Freeman and Lavine proposals (to be provided)

10/31:  Anatomy of a Successful TESS Proposal, Pt. 2: Mark J. Brandt and P. J. Henry, “Stigmatization as an Explanation for the Authoritarianism of the Uneducated”

  -- Read Brandt and Henry proposal, reviews, and revised proposal (to be provided)

11/07:  Student TESS Proposal Ideas: Workshop, Pt. 1

11/14:  Student TESS Proposal Ideas: Workshop, Pt. 2

11/21:  Student TESS Proposal Ideas: Workshop, Pt. 3

11/28:  NO CLASS – THANKSGIVING BREAK

12/05:  Prof. Peter Hatemi, Department of Political Science, Pennsylvania State University